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SOME PROPERTIES OF WEAKLY NORMAL VARIETIES*)

MIRELLA MANARESI

Introduction

In this paper we give a new characterization of weak normalization
and we use it to discuss some questions about weakly normal varieties
formulated by A. Andreotti and E. Bombieri in [1] and studied by S. Greco
and C. Traverso in [8] for seminormality.

The results we obtain are similar to the ones of Greco and Traverso,
but they are based on a base-change theorem (see: Theorem (III. 1)) which is
proved by standard results of commutative algebra not involving Traverso's
gluings (used in [8]).

Since the questions are local, we limit ourselves to affine schemes
(i.e. to rings), and we use the language of [9] and [13].

In section I we prove that if A is a ring, B an overring of A integral
over A, the weak normalization of A in B is the subring %A of B such
that the sequence

%A—+Bzί$(B®ABU
9

is exact, where /, g are the ring homomorphisms

b -^-> b <g>A 1 mod N(B ®A B)

b-l->KS)Ab moάN(B<g)AB) .

Then (see: section II) we prove that weak normality descends by
faithful flatness (see: Proposition (II. 1)), from which we deduce that a
noetherian local ring, whose completion is weakly normal, is such.

We then restrict ourselves to noetherian rings and in section III we
prove that the property "A is weakly normal in B" is preserved by any
reduced base change (see: Theorem (III. 1)).

We apply Theorem (III. 1) to Mori rings to show that reduced homo-
morphisms with weakly normal generic fibers preserve weak normality.
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62 MIRELLA MANARESI

So a local excellent ring is weakly normal iff its completion is such (seer
Proposition (III. 5)). We give also results about the analytic weak
normality.

In section IV we show that weak normality is a local property and
can be checked at the primes of depth 1.

We apply this fact in Section V, where we give conditions in order
that the product of two weakly normal ^-schemes is weakly normal and
we study the properties of weakly normal morphisms.

In section VI we give two counterexamples.

0. Preliminaries

We remark that, if A is a ring, B an overring of A integral over A,.
the seminormalization of A in B is defined being the subring of B

BA = {b e Bj\fx e Spec (A), bx e Ax + R(BX)}

where R(BX) is the radical of Bx; while the weak normalization (or weak
integral closure) of A in B is defined being the subring of B

* A = {b e B/vx e Spec (A), 3m e N: (bx)
pm eAx + R(BX)}

where p is the characteristic exponent of the field k(x).
If A = BA we say that A is seminormal (SN for short) in B; if A =

%A we say that A is weakly normal (WN for short) in B.
Since BA is contained in %A (and they coincide when char k(x) = 0)

then if A is WN in B9 it is also SN in B.
The ring BA is always SN in B and (see: [15]) it is the largest among

the subrings A' of B containing A and such that
i) Vx e Spec (A), there exists exactly one xr e Spec (A') over x (i.e.

such that j x , Π A = jx);
ii) the canonical homomorphism k(x) -> k(x') is an isomorphism.

In the same way (see: [1] and [2]) %A is always WN in B and it is the
largest among the subrings A of B containing A and such that:

i) Vx e Spec (A), there exists exactly one x'eSpecίA') over x;
ii) the canonical homomorphism k(x) -> k(x') makes k(x') a purely in-

separable extension of k(x).
If B is the integral closure of a reduced ring A in its total ring of

fractions, then %A (+

BA) is denoted by *A (+A) and if A = *A (A = + A) the
ring A is said to be weakly normal (seminormal).
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We remark that there are seminormal rings which are not weakly

normal. For example, if k is a field of characteristic 2, then the ring A

= k[X, Y, Z]/(XY2 — Z2) is seminormal, while its weak normalization is

isomorphic to the ring k[X, Y],

I. A characterization of weak normalization

Let A be a ring, B an overring of A, integral over A. In [11] we

have defined

AB = {b e B\b ®A 1 - 1 ΘA b e N(B ®A B)}

and we have proved that AB is the smallest of all the subrings A! of B

which contain A and are such that (Af)B = A'.

This fact can be stated as follows:

(1.1) PROPOSITION.

i) AB is a subrίng of B containing A;

ii) if C is any ring such that A ci C c: B, then AB<^ CB;

iii) AB = (AB)s

iv) if D is a ring such that A ci D c AB, then DB = AB.

Proof, i) and ii) are clear; iv) is obvious once we have proved iii).

iii) Clearly AB c: {AB)B. In order to prove the inverse inclusion, we

observe that, if b e (AB)B, then b <g)z 1 - 1 <S)Z b e Rad (ker (B ®z B -+

B ®iB JB)), hence there exists me N such that

(b ®z 1 - 1 ®z b)m =
finite

But, as, α̂  e AB, for every i there exists nte N such that

(α, ® z 1 - 1 ®z a,)Wi e ker (B ® z B -> B ®A B) - / ,

then

(b ®z 1 - 1 ®z b)m Σ ni € I, i.e. 6 e AB .

(I. 2) LEMMA. Let A be a ring, let B and C be two rings containing
A and integral over A, and f:B-+C an integral homomorphίsm of A-

algebras such that ker / c JV(B).

Then the canonical homomorphism

h:(B®AB)reά->(CΘAC)veά
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is injective.

Proof. The morphism /*: Spec (C) —> Spec (B) induced by / is surjec-
ΐive, hence (see: [9], par. 1, Proposition (3.6.1)) the morphism

g: Spec (C ®A C) -» Spec (B ®A B)

is surjective. The conclusion follows by [9], par. 1, Corollary (1.2.6).

(I. 3) PROPOSITION. Let AciBc^C be rings such that C is integral
Over A.

Then Ac Π B = AB.

Proof. By (1.1) we have AB c: Ac Π B. Conversely, if b e Ac Π B,
then b e B and b ®A 1 - 1 <g)A b e N(CΘA C), but, by (I. 2), we have that
b®A 1 - 1 ®A b e N(B®A B), hence b e AB.

Applying the above to A c= AB c B, we have

(1.4) COROLLARY.

AB = AAB .

Recall the following definition:

(I. 5) DEFINITION. Let S, T be two commutative rings, let f:S->T
be a ring homomorphism. We say that T is a radical S-algebra (via/)
if for every ?β e Spec (S) there is at most one p e Spec (T) such that f~\p)
= $β and furthermore for any such pair $β, p, the map Sffi -» T/p induced
by / makes the field of fractions of Tjp a purely inseparable extension
of that of S/Sβ.

It is equivalent to say any two distinct homomorphisms of T into a
field have distinct compositions with /; or again t ®s 1 — 1 ®s t e N(T®S T)
for all te T, i.e. the kernel H of the canonical map T®s T—>Tis a. nil-
ideal (see: [9]; p. 246, Proposition (3.7.1)).

(1.6) THEOREM.

Proof. By [1] the weak normalization %A of A in B is a radical A-
algebra, hence b ®A 1 - 1 ®A b e N(%A ®A %A) for all b e %A, therefore
b<g)Al - l®AbeN(B®AB) for all be%A; so %A £ AB.

On the other hand, by (I. 4)
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AB = AλB = { c e A B / c ( S ) A l - l ^ A c A A

so AB is radical over A, hence AB c: *A, since by [1] and [2], %A is the

greatest radical A-algebra between A and 23.

(I. 7) Remark. Let /, g be the ring homomorphisms

b h^-> 6 (g)̂  1 mod

b h-̂ U 1 ®^ 6 mod iV(B ®A B) .

By (I. 6)

%A = {be Blfφ) = g(b)} = ker (/ - g)

where / — g is the A-module homomorphism

B >(B®AB)rea

b i > b®Al-lΘAb mod N(B ®A B)

so we can see the weak normalization of A in B as the kernel of the

two maps /, g (see: [9], par. 0, (1.4)), that is the sequence

%A >Bz=>(B®AB)veά

9

is exact.

(I. 8) COROLLARY. Let A^BciC be rings such that C is integral

over A.

If A is WN in B and B is WN in C, then A is WN in C.

Proof. Observe that %A c= B. In fact, let c e %A. Then c ®A 1 - 1

®Ace N(C®A C), hence c®B 1 - 1 ®Bce N(C<g)B C), so ce %B = B.

By Proposition (I. 3), we have %A = *A Π B, so %A = % A and, since

A is WN in B, %A = A.

II. Faithfully flat descent

In this section we prove that weak normality descends by faithful

flatness; so a noetherian local ring, whose completion is weakly normal,,

is such.

(II. 1) PROPOSITION (Faithfully flat descent). Let f: A -> A be a faith-

fully flat ring homomorphism. Put Bf — A! ®A B. If Af is weakly normal
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in B\ then A is weakly normal in B.

Proof. We first observe that if we consider the commutative diagram

0 > A > B

j / jtf (where g = f®lB)

0 > A' > B'

by (I. 6) we have that g{%A) <Ξ *A', hence

%A c g-\g(%A)) c g-\%A') .

Besides, by (1.1) i), A c *A, and by assumption A' = %A', therefore

We observe that, since A c g'x{A!), the homomorphism # induces an A-
module homomorphism g: B/A-^- B!\AI. Now let us consider the com-
mutative diagram

B\A

Since h! is an isomorphism and h is injective as A' is faithfully flat over
A (see: [3], ch. 1, p. 50, Proposition 8) we have that g is injective, that
is g"\Af) — A. The conclusion follows by (1).

(II. 2) COROLLARY. Let A be a ring, let f:A->A' be a faithfully flat
ring homomorphism.

Then A is WN if A! is such.

Proof. Since A is reduced and A; is flat over A, then A! and A! <g}A A
have the same total ring of fractions, hence Af ®A A <Ξ A'.

By assumption Af is weakly normal, then, by (I. 3) U'®AA*)(A!) = A',
thus A is WN by (II. 1).

(II. 3) COROLLARY. Let Abe a local noetherian ring. If the completion
of A is weakly normal, then A is such.

Later on we always consider noetherian rings.
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III. Permanence of weak normalization

In this section we prove that the property "A is WN in J3" is stable

under reduced base changes. We then apply this fact to prove that reduced

homomorphisms having normal generic fibers (e.g. normal homomorphisms)

preserve weak normality, and to show that a local excellent ring is WN

iff its completion is such.

Recall that a ring homomorphism h: A—> C is reduced (resp.: normal,

weakly normal, etc.) if it is flat and its fibers are geometrically reduced

(resp.: normal, WN, etc.)(1).

We use such language, employed by Grothendieck in [10] and Matsu-

mura in [13], even if it is a little different from the one of [1] (see:

Section 5).

(III. 1) THEOREM. Let B be a finite oυerring of A, and let h: A-> C

be a reduced ring homomorphism.

Then (iA) ΘAC=iB ®Λ C*(A ®A C).

Proof. By (I. 7), the sequence

*A >Bz=t(B(S)AB)ΐea

is exact; C is flat over A, hence

(*A) ®ΛC > B®A C = > (B®A J3)red®A C

is exact. On the other hand, being h:A-^C a reduced homomorphism

(B <g)A B)reά ®A C is reduced (see: [13]), hence

(B ΘA B)ΐeά ΘAC= [(B ®A B)ied ®A C] r e d

= [(B®ΛB)®ΛC]nA

= ((B ®A C) ®u ΘA O (B ®A C)) red .

Therefore

(*A) ®A C > B ®A C = £ ((B ΘA C) ®(A®AG) (B ®A C)) red

is exact. The conclusion follows by (1.7).

(III. 2) COROLLARY. Let A, B9 C as in (III. 1). // A is weakly normal

in B, then A <8)A C = C is weakly normal in B ® 4 C and the converse is

true if C is faithfully flat over A (see also (II. 1)).

(1) That is vφ e Spec (A), (k(ψ) ®A C) (g)kW) K is reduced (resp.: normal, WN, etc.) for
every finitely generated extension K of the field h(ψ).
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Proof. Since A = *A, then iB^{A ®A C) = (%A) ®AC=A®AC.
Besides, if C is faithfully flat over A, then A®AC= (%A) ®A C im-

plies A = %A.

Later on we always suppose A is a Mori ring, that is A is reduced

and its integral closure A (in its total ring of fractions) is finite over A.

(III. 3) PROPOSITION. Let h:A-*C be a reduced ring homomorphism

having normal generic fibers (e.g. h is normal).

Then:

ii) if A is WN, then C is WN (and the converse holds if h is faith-

fully flat).

Proof. By [7], (3.1) we have C = Ά®AC. The conclusion follows by

(III. 1) and (III. 2).

(III. 4) COROLLARY. Let A be a local excellent ring. Then A is WN

if and only if its completion is WN.

Proof. It follows by (II. 3) and (III. 3), since A -> A is normal (see:

[13], Theorem 79).

(III. 5) PROPOSITION. Let A be a local excellent ring, B a reduced

local ring, f: A —> B a local homomorphism. Assume A and B have the

same completion. Then A is WN if and only if B is such.

Proof. Since B has the same completion as A, then B is faithfully

flat over A. The conclusion follows from (II. 2) and (III. 4).

(III. 6) COROLLARY. The local ring A at a point x of a complex

algebraic variety V is WN iff the local ring B at x of the corresponding

analytic space is such.

Proof. It follows by (III. 5), since A is excellent and B is noetherian

and has the same completion as A (see: [14]).

Remark. The above result is the same of [8], Corollary (5.4), but it

is obtained by simpler methods. In fact, it is based on Theorem (III. 1),

which is proved by standard results of commutative algebra, while the

analogue theorem of Greco and Traverso is obtained using Traverso's

gluings.
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(III. 7) PROPOSITION. Let A be a ring, let C = A[[x]]. Then A is

WN iff C is such.

Moreover, if we assume A is a Zarίski universally Japanese ring (i.e.

a Nagata ring, see: [11]), then A is WN iff the ring A{xu ••-,*„} of

restricted formal series in a finite number of ίndetermίnates is such.

Proof. Since C is faithful flat over A, then, if C is WN, A is such

by (II. 3). The converse results by (III. 3) and [8], Lemma (5.6).

The second part follows by (III. 3) and [12] (see: Proposition 7).

IV. Weak normality as local property

In this section we show that weak normality is a local property and

can be checked at the primes of depth 1.

The results are quite similar to Greco and Traverso's ones and the

proofs too.

(IV. 1) PROPOSITION. Let B be a finite overring of A. Put C = %A.

Let S be a multiplicative subset of A. Then:

i) S^C is the weak normalization of S~1A in S"1^;

ii) if A is WN in B, then S~ιA is WN in S'B.

Proof. It follows from (III. 1) and (III. 2).

(IV. 2) COROLLARY. Let A be a ring; let S be a multiplicative subset

of A. Then if A is WN, then S^A is WN.

Moreover, if A is a Mori ring, and C = *A, then *(S~*A) = S^C.

(IV. 3) THEOREM. Let B be a finite overring of A. The following

statements are equivalent:

i) A is WN in B;

ii) Ay is WN in B% v^eSpec(A);

iii) Am is WN in Bm VmeSpecm(A);

iv) A% is WN in B% V$β e Ass (B/A).

Besides, if every regular element of A is regular in B, the above are

equivalent to:

v) A$ is WN in By whenever depth (A$) = 1.

If moreover A is S2 the above are equivalent to:

vi) Ay is WN in By whenever hfiβ = 1.
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Proof. We show iii) implies i) the remainder follows from (IV. 1)

with an argument similar to Theorem (2.6) of [8].

By (IV. 1) we have (%A)m = gm(Am), hence (%A)n = Am for each

m e Specm (A). Then (%A/A) ®^ Am = 0 for each m e Specm (A), hence

%A = A.

(IV. 4) COROLLARY. Let A be a Mori ring, let A be its integral closure.

Then the following are equivalent:

i) A is WN;

ii)
iii)

iv)

v)

•A as

Am

An

A*

is
is

is

is

WN
WN

WN

WN

Vψe Spec (A);
Vme Specm (A);

VψeAss(Ά~IA);
whenever depth (A™) = 1.

If moreover A is S2 the above are equivalent to

vi) A% is WN whenever dim A^ = 1.

V. Weakly normal morphisms and products

In this section we prove that under suitable assumptions the product

of two WN /^-schemes is WN. This is used to study the properties of WN

morphisms, answering in particular to a question raised by Andreotti and

Bombieri on the product of two WN morphisms (see: [1], par. 5).

All schemes we consider are assumed to be locally noetherian.

(V. 1) PROPOSITION. Let f: A -> B be a reduced homomorphism and

assume A is weakly normal.

Then B is weakly normal iff B is Mori and the generic fibers of f

are weakly normal.

Proof. It is quite similar to [8], Theorem (5.8) using the results of

section IV and (I. 8).

(V. 2) THEOREM. Let k be a field, let X, Y be two k-schemes, such that

X is locally essentially of finite type over k.

If X is weakly normal and Y is geometrically weakly normal, then

X X fc Y is geometrically weakly normal.

Proof. The question is local, hence we may assume X = Spec (A),

Y = Spec (B) where A is essentially of finite type over k.

Let Kjk be a finitely generated field extension of k. We have to show
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that (A ®kB)®kK= A ®fc (B ®k K) is WN. But B ®k K is geometrically

WN and then, after replacing B with B ®k K it is sufficient to show that

A ®fc B is WN.

We can observe that the canonical map k -> J3 is reduced (since JB is

geometrically WN), then the same holds for h: A —> A ®k B (see: [10], part

II, (6.8) and (7.3)). Moreover the fibers of h are WN. Indeed, for each

φ e Spec (A) we have k(ψ) ®A (A ®k B) = k(ψ) ®A B which is WN as B is

geometrically WN and k(ψ) is a finitely generated extension of k (since

A is essentially of finite type over k). The conclusion follows by (V. 1)

since A (x)fc B is a Mori ring (see: [8], Corollary (5.9)).

Remark. Theorem (V. 2) is based on Proposition (V. 1) which is an

obvious generalization of Theorem (5.8) of [8], however no assumptions

are made on the field k, while in [8], Corollary (5.9) it is supposed to be

perfect.

(V. 3) COROLLARY. Let X be a WN k-scheme, K a separable field ex-

tension of the field k. Assume either X or K is essentially of finite type

over k.

Then XχkK is WN.

(V. 4) COROLLARY. Let k be a perfect field {e.g. algebraically closed),

let X and Y be two WN k-schemes, one of which is locally essentially of

finite type over k.

Then X XkY is weakly normal.

(V. 5) LEMMA. Let C be a ring, let A, B, A! be three C-algebras

essentially of finite type over C. Let f: A—> B be a WN C-morphism.

Then the morphism A®c A' ->B®C A' is WN.

Proof. Let p e Spec (A). If $β = j'\p) (where j is the canonical map
A -> A ®C7 A'), k(p) is finitely generated over k(?β)9 moreover

(B ®C A7) = k(p) ( S W ^ (B ®A (A ®c A'))

= k(p) ®AB = k(p) ®km (ΛflS) ®A B)

which is geometrically WN, since k(ψ) <8)A B is geometrically WN.

(V. 6) PROPOSITION. Let f: X-> Y, g: Y-» Z be two weakly normal

morphίsms of schemes.

Then gof is WN.
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Proof. Assume Z = Spec (A), Y = Spec (B), X = Spec (C). For each

φ e Spec (A) we have &($) ®Λ C = (k(ψ) ®A B) ®B C. The morphism /*: B

-> C is WN and &($β) ®A B is WN and essentially of finite type over B,

therefore the morphism k(ψ) ®AB-> (k(ψ) ®A B) <g)B C is WN by (V. 5). So

by (V. 1) ΛOP) ®A C is WN.

Moreover, if we consider the morphism

A B) ®,m K-> (km ®A C) ®km K

where K is a finitely generated extension of &($), with the same argu-

ments used above we can prove that (k(ψ) ®A C) ®km K is WN, so

k{ψ) ®A C is geometrically WN.

The following theorem answers to a question raised in [1] (see: par. 5).

(V. 7) THEOREM. Let f: X-+ Y, g: X' -+ Y' be two weakly normal mor-

phisms of S-schemes. Assume X', Y be locally essentially of finite type.

Then the morphism f X g: X Xs X'-+Y Xs Y' is WN.

Proof. We may assume y = S p e c ( A ) , X=SpecOB), F ^

X' = Spec (B;) where A\ B are essentially of finite type over C (where

Spec (C) = S). If /*: A -> B, g*: A -> Br are the morphisms induced by

/, g respectively, then the morphism

/* (g)^*: A ®G A ->B®C Bf

can be written as /* ® g*: = (1B ® g*) o (/* (g) 1̂ ,) by the commutativity of

the diagram

f*®g* °

/* ® IA'ΛI / 1B ® 9*

B®CA'

The conclusion follows by (V. 5) and (V. 6).

(V. 8) Remark. We can observe that WN morphisms are P-morphisms

according to [10], part II, (7.3.1). Indeed by the definitions and by (V. 6)

and (II. 1), it follows that WN morphisms satisfies axioms P(, Pu, Pul9 P I V .

(V. 9) Remark. The results of this section hold also for seminormality*

In fact, after replacing "weakly normal" with "seminormal", all the

propositions of this section can be proved by the same arguments.
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VI. Two counterexamples

In this section we give an example of a normal local ring whose com-
pletion is not seminormal (hence not weakly normal) and an example of
a geometrically reduced ring which is weakly normal but not geometrically
weakly normal.

(VI. 1) EXAMPLE. Let k be a field such that char k Φ 2. Let X, Y
be analytically independent over the field k and let / = Y + o(2) e M-X][[Π]
be transcendental over k{X, Y).

Let R = k(X, Y,/3) Π k[[X, Y]] and let A = (R[Z]/(Z2 - f%x,y>Z). By
[16], Propositions 3 and 7 (or [6], Proposition 4.2) we have that R is a
regular local ring of dimension 2 and that /3 is prime in R, then A is a
normal local ring (see: [5], p. 49, Lemma (11.1)). Moreover, again by [16]

A = A ®R R = i?[Z]/(Z2 - f ) = k[[X, Y]][Z]I(Z> - P)

= k[[X,Y,Z]]l(Z*-n.

Since B = A{Ztf) ~ k[[X, Y, Z]](Y)Z)I(Z2 - Y3) is not seminormal as Gr(£)
is not reduced (cf.: [4]), A is not seminormal by [8], Corollary (2.7) (hence
it is not weakly normal).

(VI. 2) EXAMPLE. Let έ b e a field of characteristic p (p> 2). Con-
sider A = £[*, y] = Jfe[Jζ Y]/(Z2 + Y* - α) where αeέ, ^ α" Φ A.

A is a one dimensional domain which is normal, hence weakly normal.
Indeed, let k be an algebraic closure of k, let

A - A Θkk = k[X, Y]/(X2 +Yp -a).

By the jacobian criterion, the unique maximal ideal m of A such that Am

could not be regular is the contraction to A of the maximal ideal of A
m = (x, y — b) with b e k such that bp = α. But

m = m n A = (x,yp - α) = (X, Yp - α)/(Z2 + Ŷ  - a)

= (X, X2+Y»- ά)l(X2 +Yp-a) = (x)

hence Am is a DVJR, then A is normal.
Let kf = k(b), and let A! = # ®fc A = ^[X, Y]/(Z2 + (Y - 6)p) Ar is

a domain (hence A is geometrically reduced by [10], part II, (6.7.7)), but
it is not weakly normal. In fact hf[X, Y]/(X2 + ( Y - b)p) ~ kf[f, tp] and
the weak normalization of k'[t2, tp] is k'[t] by (I. 6), since
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hence

ί ® 1 - 1 <8> ί e N(k'[t] ® W f ^ *'M) .

One can show that A' is also not seminormal, by using [4] as in (VI. 1).
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